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Agriculture is crucial for the existence of humankind. Agriculture provides a significant portion of the income formany people all around
the world. Additionally, it provides a large number of work possibilities for the general public. Numerous farmers desire for a return to the
old-fashioned techniques of farming, which provides little profit in today’s market. Long-term economic growth and prosperity are
dependent on the success of agriculture and associated companies in the United States. Agribusiness crop yields may be increased by
carefully selecting the right crops and putting in place supportive infrastructure. Weather, soil fertility, water availability, water quality,
crop pricing, and other factors are taken into consideration while making agricultural predictions. Machine learning is critical in crop
production prediction because it can anticipate crop output based on factors such as location, meteorological conditions, and season. It is
advantageous for policymakers and farmers alike to be able to precisely estimate crop yields throughout the growing season since it allows
them to anticipate market prices, plan import and export operations, and limit the social cost of crop losses. *e use of this tool assists
farmers in making informed decisions about which crops to grow on their land. In this study, a machine learning framework for
agricultural yield prediction is presented. Crop information is collected in an experiment’s data set. *en, feature selection is performed
using the Relief algorithm. Features are extracted using the linear discriminant analysis algorithm. Machine learning predictors, namely,
particle swarm optimization-support vector machine (PSO-SVM), K-nearest neighbor, and random forest, are used for classification.

1. Introduction

Among contemporary farmers, precision agriculture (PA)
[1] is a well-known and improved approach of farm man-
agement. Crop health and output are monitored via the
application of agricultural and information technologies in
precision agriculture. PA aims to lower agricultural input

costs while retaining the quality of the final output. Bulk
applications of chemical fertilizers and pesticides have long
been the norm, with the whole field being treated as a single
unit.

*e UN Council has advocated increasing the global
supply of high-quality food as a means of achieving this goal.
As a result, new approaches are needed to deal with the
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problem. One method of dealing with the issue is to forecast
human population and agricultural yields.

It is advantageous for policymakers and farmers alike to
be able to precisely estimate crop yields throughout the
growing season since it allows them to anticipate market
prices, plan import and export operations, and limit the
social cost of crop losses. In addition to large agricultural
companies and smallholders, agricultural enterprises and
smallholders profit from such predictions since they are able
to make educated decisions about the management and
financing of their crops [2]. Because of the complexities of
the data, crop production forecasting is a difficult assign-
ment for policymakers to do successfully. Agricultural re-
searchers and agroeconomists are always on the hunt for
new mathematical strategies that might increase prediction
accuracy while still making use of existing factors. In this
field of study, the goal is to demonstrate how crop yields are
related to the location of agriculture, while also taking into
account environmental elements such as soil quality and
irrigation systems. *ese models are built on the foundation
of rule-based models with parameters. A solid under-
standing of the many linkages that may be established be-
tween agricultural methods and environmental
circumstances is possessed by the professionals working in
the project.

*ere is a problem with trying to build an empirical
expert system using knowledge that cannot be characterized
in such a way. Manual surveys and remote sensing data are
used to forecast crop yield [3]. Mathematical studies based
on previous years’ observations and historical information
may be useful for a certain region or country but cannot be
applied universally. *ese problems have been handled by
recent crop simulation model developments. Models of soil
characteristics, climatic conditions, and crop management
practices are used to simulate crop growth throughout the
growing season in crop simulation. *ese modeling ap-
proaches need a massive data set in order to accurately
estimate agricultural output [4] over large areas. It is
common for researchers to use remote-sensing devices like
satellites, planes, or even a simple camera.

Math, information theory, statistics, artificial intelli-
gence, etc., all play a role in the field of machine learning
because it is an interdisciplinary study. *e primary goal of
machine learning research is to develop fast and effective
algorithms that can predict data. In data analytics, machine
learning is a technique used to build predictive models of the
data collected. Reinforcement, unsupervised, and supervised
learning are the three main categories of machine learning
tasks.

It is possible for machines to learn behavior based on the
input they receive from encounters with the outside world
through reinforcement learning. Data sets that have not been
labeled using traditional methods such as cluster analysis can
benefit greatly from the use of unsupervised machine
learning. *ere must be labeled data for supervised machine
learning to work. Each set of labeled training data has an
input value and a desired target output value. You can use
this inferred function as a basis for mapping new values into
the training data using a supervised learning technique.

Reinforcement learning is preferred for solving decision-
making problems, while unsupervised and supervised
learning are both preferred for analyzing data from a data
processing perspective.

In a study by Jasti et al. [5], ICT activities provided the
most current information, advanced technology, and
knowledge for farmers to improve their livelihoods and
increase their productivity. *e use of cutting-edge com-
munication channels such as radio, mobile, and television
for farmers’ development and information evaluation is the
primary focus of ICT’s relevance. According to Hemamalini
eta l. [6], farmers and individuals who have an interest in
farming can benefit greatly from the use of information
technology in the agricultural industry. Technology-enabled
decision-making, increased productivity, and real-time
communication are all critical for farmers. *is is made
possible by mobile communication tools used to provide
market information, better weather forecasts, cross-market
coordination, and a better understanding of agricultural
market prices.

Individuals, businesses, and governments all rely on
these data-driven models to make predictions. *e food
sector is presently developing machine learning approaches
that can handle the complexity and unpredictability of input
[7].

*is article describes a machine learning-enabled
methodology for agricultural yield prediction that is accu-
rate and early in the season. *e first input data set, which
contains all of the crop-related details, is gathered.*e Relief
algorithm is then used to choose the characteristics that will
be used. It is possible to achieve accurate findings through
feature selection by categorizing relevant features that are
connected to a certain real-world situation. *e LDA
technique is then used to extract the features from the data.
*e classification process is then carried out using machine
learning techniques such as PSO-SVM, KNN, and random
forest.

2. Literature Survey

According to Mohamed et al. [8], several studies have ex-
amined the difficulties connected with the deployment and
optimization of big data applications in various machine
learning algorithms employed by cloud data centers or their
networks. Big data applications and cloud services were
developed using a MapReduce programming methodology
with an open-source platform and Hadoop. A variety of
innovative analyses and computations were made possible
by combining Hadoop with MapReduce. Commodity
clusters in geographically dispersed data centers are typically
used by these services to deliver elastic and cost-effective
solutions. However, as the number of people using data
centers to move, store, and analyze big data has risen, this
has created a variety of new problems that highlight the
necessity of finding ways to lease resourcesmore cheaply and
efficiently. As a result, companies that have a large number
of tenants requesting big data services have been challenged
by the requirement to optimize the leasing of resources in
order to minimize excess or under-utilization. To give a
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comprehensive overview of cloud computing’s architecture,
a new summary of big data programming paradigms and
their applications was selected for this study. Any software-
defined networking technology supporting big data systems
and virtualization was included in this. *e topologies and
routing protocols as well as the traffic characteristics were
also briefly reviewed to underline the consequences of big
data, such as supporting networks and cloud data centers. A
number of initiatives were undertaken to improve the
performance and energy efficiency of big data systems for a
variety of applications and measures of performance. It was
the goal of the survey to compile all the relevant research and
classify them by the level of data center, network, and ap-
plication. *ere were also suggestions for future research.

Due to a lack of natural resources, information,
knowledge, and data must be utilized to the fullest extent
possible. *e conversion of solar energy into chemical en-
ergy occurs, for example, during the process of photosyn-
thesis. It is the soil’s ability to store and distribute critical
nutrients that will allow plants to thrive, and this process will
be accountable for all forms of life on the planet. Because
overexposure can lead to soil degradation, it is essential to
use a fertilizer to preserve the quality of the soil. *is makes
soil analysis an excellent way to gauge the condition of the
soil. If there are minimal or disorganized data, a soil analysis
can assist provide a report by examining the soil in several
laboratories. In order to provide fertilizer recommendations
based on the existing composition of soil nutrition, many
methods of machine learning analysis are being applied in
this study. *e results of soil testing at Tata’s soil and water
testing center were used in this investigation. *e Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) was utilized to analyze the
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm and the arti-
ficial neural network (ANN). Random forest (RF), SVM
using RBF, K-nearest neighbors (KNNs), support vector
machine (SVM) utilizing polynomial function, and the re-
gression tree (RT) were used to assess performance. Overall,
the experimental analysis was performed correctly. Receiver
operating characteristics with AUC (ROC) curve, coefficient
of determination (R2), root mean square error (RMSE), and
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) measures of vali-
dation were used. SGD was found to outperform all other
techniques in a study of diverse solution classes. *e results
also backed up the choice of the remedy and its
recommendation.

For big data, a Hadoop ecosystem with a pig hive or a
machine learning component was required, as stated by
Jankatti et al. [9]. McKinsey estimates that there will be a
shortage of 15 million big data specialists by 2020. Apache
Kafka, Apache Spark, and Apache Hadoop were only few of
the technologies available to handle big data processing and
storage issues. Utilizing 4GB of data on the cloud laboratory
andHadoopMapReduce with various mappers and reducers
using a Pig Script and Hive Queries, the processing speed
was evaluated. Using Hadoop MapReduce Pig with Hive or
Spark with Hive, the findings showed that machine learning
with Hadoop increased the performance of processing with
Spark. Machine learning’s best performance was improved,
thanks to the Pig, Hive, and Hadoop MapReduce jar.

Further, Chlingaryan et al. [10] presented some current
breakthroughs in machine learning research. Several ad-
vancements in machine learning have been made during the
past 15 years that give a cost-effective solution to the
problem. Some sensor platforms and machine learning
approaches have specific uses that combined many mo-
dalities. For precision agriculture (PA), the development of
hybrid systems was combined with signal processing and
machine learning approaches.

Predicting the yield of corn before harvesting offers vital
information, and this forecast is given to the public in order
to increase pricing efficiency for resolving knowledge
asymmetry issues. In order to forecast maize yields, used
long short-term memory (LSTM), a specialized recurrent
neural network (RNN) approach. An hourly weather data
cross-sectional time series helps to create sample areas
appropriate for deep learning algorithms. Predicting time
series with county-level data collected in Iowa using LSTM
was an effective method that showed potential predictive
ability.

In Parsabad-Moghan, Iran, Omid et al. [11] used ANNs
to predict corn and seed yields. By conducting face-to-face
interviews with 144 farms in 2011, data were gathered.*ese
corn seeds and their grain corns required energy ratios of
0.89 and 2.65, respectively. MLP ANNs with six neurons in
their input layer ranged from one to three layers, each having
a distinct set of neurons for each layer. Fertilizers, biocides,
human labor, diesel fuel, and machinery were some of the
energy outputs. 6-4-8-1 and 6-3-9-1 topologies were most
suited to this model’s prediction of seed yields and corn
yields. In this case, the model output value had a coefficient
of determination (R2) of roughly 0.9998 and 0.9978 for the
seed and grain corn, respectively. *e R2 values for all
comparable models of this regression were between 0.987
and 0.982. *e PCA was used to decrease the number of
dimensions in the data set for inputs. Tea production in Iran
may be predicted by looking at how energy moves across the
country. *e PCA and ANN were shown to be effective in
determining the best flow of energy, according to the results.

Data flow can now be obtained from a variety of sensors
and security cameras, thanks to technological advances in
the fields of automation and processing. *e data supplied
must be able to analyze and extract patterns from massive
data sets in order to extract values from enormous volumes.
Using data from Taiwan’s electronic highway toll collection,
Fan et al. [12] developed a novel machine learning algorithm
and integrated it into their big data analytics platform.
Models for highway travel time were constructed using
historical and real-time data, as well as some modified in-
formation on the amount of time it takes to get from A to
B. When it comes to controlling food and agricultural
growth, yield forecasting is absolutely crucial. Crop yield
forecasting, biomass change detection, and crop evapo-
transpiration analysis are just a few of the nonlinear issues
that have been tackled with ANN-basedmodels.When using
the Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)-based satellite
data to derive spectral indices from field inventory data,
Khan et al. (2020) examined the ANN approach of the
multilayer perceptron (MLP) for the estimation of Mentha
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crop biomass. Using field-measured biomass, the association
between biomasses (R2� 0.762, RMSSE� 2.74 t/ha) was
calculated.

Machine learning algorithms can be used to effectively
estimate crop yields, taking environmental factors into ac-
count. Fegade and Pawar employed the support vector
machine (SVM) and ANN classifiers [13]. *e actual
quantity of rainfall, the maximum and lowest temperature,
the kind of soil, the pH value of the soil, and humidity were
all taken into account while making the crop predictions.
*e agriculture website of Maharashtra was used to get all
the information. A total of nine agricultural zones were
assigned to the data. Another interface was built for farmers
to input the information they needed to anticipate the crop.
An impressive 86.80% of the predictions made by the neural
network were spot on.

It was in Andhra Pradesh’s Visakhapatnam area that
Khosla et al. [14] largely concentrated on forecasting kharif
crops. *e modular NN (MNN) was used to predict
monsoon rainfall, which turned out to be the key deter-
minant of kharif crop yield. After that, support vector re-
gression (SVR) was used to calculate the real yield of kharif
crops based on rainfall data and the region. Crop yields were
increased by using effective agricultural tactics based on the
MNN-SVR approach. *is approach was proven to be su-
perior to other methods for predicting the output of these
kharif crops when compared with other algorithms. It was
the aim of Tiwari and Shukla [15] to estimate agricultural
yields using a variety of geographical information. Standard
precipitation indexes are one kind, while normalized dif-
ference vegetation indices are another. An error standard,
known as the BP-NN, was utilized for the aim of learning
from the previous weather circumstances. *is was ac-
complished by conducting training in a manner in which all
features were employed in tandem with their yield value as
their output. *e entire experiment was conducted using a
geospatial data set from the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh
in order to improve the work’s trustworthiness. When
compared with previous methods, the suggested model was
able to overcome a wide range of evaluation factors.

In recent years, machine learning has emerged as a
strong tool. As far as artificial neural networks (ANNs) go,
they are one of the most widely used machine learning
techniques. However, until recently, such catalytic appli-
cations were not thoroughly researched. Catalysis research
in the literature has been summarized by Li and his col-
leagues [16]. Using this strong approach, individuals were
able to deal with difficult issues and speed up the ad-
vancement of the catalysis community even further. *e
review demonstrates the usefulness of ANNs for predicting
catalysis and building novel catalysts, as well as for com-
prehending their structures, by observing from both an
experimental and theoretical standpoint.*ere are dendrites
and neurons in the neural network, and it has shown to be a
powerful statistical analysis tool. *e neural network is a
mathematical representation of biological neurons. *e
structure presented by Mamatha et al. [17] may be learnt as
data sets that are properly analyzed on key parameters to get
the desired result. *ere are two kinds of outputs: those that

can be trusted and those that cannot. An Excel file or an
Open Office document can be used to work with data sets.
*eMATLAB toolbox is used to train the neural network on
the data. An additional assessment data set was used to
determine whether or not the network has been trained.
Trainers would be successful if their projected output
matched their desired output, which this does.

3. Methodology

Crop yield prediction study necessitates a variety of pro-
duction parameters and algorithms. Algorithms for finding
the most predictive features are utilized by some, while
others are used to find predictions. *is section contains a
machine learning-enabled framework for accurate and early
crop yield production. First, the input data set containing all
details related to crop is collected.*en, features are selected
using the Relief algorithm. Feature selection helps in
achieving accurate results by classifying important attributes
related to a particular real-world problem.*en, features are
extracted using the LDA algorithm. *en, machine learning
algorithms, such as PSO-SVM, KNN, and random forest, are
used for classification.

In 1992, Kira and Rendell [18] devised the Relief algo-
rithm, an instance-based learning approach, to overcome
binary classification challenges. Individuals may use a fil-
tering technique to find feature-to-feature connections.
When constructing feature statistics, nearest neighbors are
used to take the interactions between variables that are in
consideration. *is approach, however, ignores any data
with missing values or multiple classes.

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used to decrease
the number of dimensions in the original data matrix. PCA
and LDA are also linear transformation techniques. In
contrast to LDA, which is supervised, PCA is an unsuper-
vised approach. While PCA finds the directions of highest
variance, LDA aims to find a feature subspace that maxi-
mizes class reparability. By concentrating on class repar-
ability, computational costs are minimized and overfitting is
avoided [19]. *e machine learning-enabled framework for
accurate crop yield prediction is shown in Figure 1.

Crop Detail data Set

Feature Selection using Relief Algorithm

Feature Extraction LDA Algorithm

Classification - PSO SVM, KNN, RF

Crop Yield Prediction

Figure 1: Machine learning-enabled framework for accurate crop
yield prediction.
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An easy approach to comprehend ML algorithms uti-
lized inML is through the KNN algorithm, which is the most
commonly employed. It is a nonparametric supervised
learning algorithm. *e algorithm is also instance-based or
“lazy” in its approach to learning.When a query is sent to the
database, the algorithm consults the training data to de-
termine how to respond. In comparison with other classifier
algorithms, the training phase of KNN is quick because of
this. It is slower in terms of time and memory; however, the
testing phase gets faster. With KNNs, a new class of data
points may be classified based on a data set with data points
sorted into several categories. Each labeled data set consists
of training observations, which implies that the algorithm
creates the connection between x and y for each training data
set (x, y). Processing is deferred until the KNN function has
been identified. Neighborly contributions can be weighted in
both classification and regression, making local neighbors
more average than those further away. As the distance
between neighbors increases, the 1/d weighting scheme is
applied to each one [20].

Random forest is a popular strategy for creating pre-
dictive models, and it may be used to create predictive
models.*ere are many uses of RF, including regression and
classification. It is possible to find machine learning algo-
rithms in this approach that can predict with high accuracy
even when the data sets do not have appropriate parameter
adjustment. When compared with other algorithms, this
approach is incredibly user-friendly, as well as being ex-
tremely popular among people. RF stands for random forest,
and as the name implies, this model creates random forests.
When utilizing this strategy, a forest of decision trees is
generated, each of which has been trained in a certain way.
*is method was used to generate the forest of all multiple
choice trees that exists today. Consequently, they were in-
tegrated to provide even more exact projections [21] as a
consequence of this.

With PSO-SVM (particle swarm optimization-support
vectormachine), nonprobabilistic binary linear classification
is made simple. *is method can be used to identify one or
more target classes. Data are represented by a single dot (or
point). It widens as a result of the distinct variations between
the various groups. Based on where they lie in the gap, those
new instances are assigned to distinct target classes. When
the input data sets are unlabeled, nonlinear classification is
conceivable. An unsupervised learning approach is used to
categorize the data because there are no goal classes to assign
to the instances. Once the function-based clusters have been
established, further instances can be added. An effective
recommendation system based on a nonlinear support
vector machine has been presented. Most commonly,
nonlinear support vector machine techniques are employed
to handle unlabeled data [22].

4. Results Analysis

Data on 1200 crops examples have been gathered. For ex-
ample, there are attributes like “year,” “region,” “crop,”
“season,” “area,” “production,” “acres,” “tonnes,” “average
temperature,” “average rainfall,” “solar radiation,” “soil,”

“pH value,” “soil type,” and “major fertilisers” like “nitro-
gen,” “phosphorus,” and “potassium,” as well as “minimum
rainfall” and “minimum temperature,” among others.

Accuracy �
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
,

Sensitivity �
TP

(TP + FN)
,

Specificity �
TN

(TN + FP)
,

(1)

where TP� true positive, TN� true negative, FP� false
positive, and FN� false negative.

Figures 2 and 3 exhibit the accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity of PSO-SVM, K-nearest neighbor, and random
forest for crop yield prediction with and without
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Figure 2: Classifiers’ performance without feature selection and
feature extraction.
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Figure 3: Classifiers’ performance with feature selection and
feature extraction.
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preprocessing. It is clear that the feature selection and
feature extraction has improved performance of machine
learning algorithms. When compared with other classifiers,
PSO-SVM has the best accuracy. *e KNN method has a
sensitivity and specificity superior to the rest of the
classifiers.

5. Conclusion

Agribusiness crop yields may be increased by carefully
selecting the right crops and putting in place supportive
infrastructure. Weather, soil fertility, water availability,
water quality, crop pricing, and other factors are taken into
consideration while making agricultural predictions. Ma-
chine learning is critical in crop production prediction
because it can anticipate crop output based on factors such
as location, meteorological conditions, and season. *e use
of this tool assists farmers in making informed decisions
about which crops to grow on their land. It is stated in this
paper that a machine learning framework for agricultural
yield prediction may be used. *e data set for an experiment
contains information about the crop. After that, the Relief
algorithm is used to pick the features to be used. *e PCA
technique is used to extract the features. PSO-SVM, KNN,
and random forest are examples of machine learning pre-
dictors that are used for classification. It is clear that the
feature selection and feature extraction have improved the
performance of machine learning algorithms. When com-
pared with other classifiers, PSO-SVM has the best accuracy.
*e K-nearest neighbor method has a sensitivity and
specificity superior to the rest of the classifiers.
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*e data shall be made available on request.
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